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As the 21st century progresses, we will witness many digital revolutions. One of them is certainly 
the Internet of Things (IoT), which is a concept where everyday objects communicate with com-
puters. The dynamic progress in creating devices with internet access is an idea that is viewed as 
one of the key driving forces for the development of the global economy. The Internet of Things is 
implemented on a massive scale. It has encompassed the fashion industry, electronics, smart radio 
and video equipment and household appliances, and even building automation and smart cities.

As a leading company in the lighting industry, ES-SYSTEM places great emphasis on develo-
ping new, efficient, energy saving and ergonomic lighting solutions. The combination of com-
puter control and modern, reliable LED light sources has resulted in a product offer featuring 
emergency lighting luminaires equipped with microprocessor electronics that make it possible to 
control the amount of light, report the current status, perform normative tests and simplify main-
tenance and the supervision of the building. 

The extensive research and development department for electronics, the SMTL supervi-
sed testing laboratory and the experienced luminaire design department have made it 
possible for our company to develop a multitude of lighting systems. The newest product in 
ES-SYSTEM’s assortment is an advanced building automation system with optional central moni-
toring for emergency lighting.

Combining state-of-the-art LED technology, the universal DALI lighting control protocol and 
advanced electronics has made it possible to create a tool that rises above emergency lighting 
standards – ES-CTI DALI.
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ESCAPE ROUTE LIGHTING

Evacuation lighting is designed to ensure safety when exiting the facility in the event of a power outage or in 
dangerous, life-threatening situations, such as: fires, terrorist attacks or chemical threats. The proper distribution 
of luminaires must allow the simple and quick identification of the escape route and easy location of fire and 
safety equipment.

The evacuation route begins at the location of the endangered person and ends in the safe place where the 
evacuated individuals are no longer in danger. The lighting intensity on escape routes with a width of up to 2 meters 
should be no lower than 1 lux along the escape route axis, whereas the middle of the route with a width no smaller 
than half of the escape route width should be illuminated with at least 50% of the escape route lighting intensity. 
Half of the required lighting intensity should be generated within 5 seconds of the occurrence of the power failure 
and it should reach the full intensity level within one minute.

In addition, each first aid point and all fire equipment must be illuminated in such a way, that the lighting intensity 
near the first aid kits, fire alarm buttons and fire extinguishers reaches a value of at least 5 lux.

CREATE A SAFE SPACE

EMERGENCY LIGHTING CLASSIFICATION

Emergency lighting is a very important factor when it comes to ensuring safety. When properly 
designed, it allows for efficient evacuation during a power outage and makes work easier for 
emergency services. In order to guarantee the appropriate conditions, emergency lighting has 
been described in detail in the applicable standards. Manufacturers are required to strictly abide 
by these rules and design their luminaires and lighting systems in such a way, that all the relevant 
requirements are consistently met. In addition to respecting the standards, ES-SYSTEM pays 
special attention to the convenience and ease of use, the aesthetics, and the energy and time 
saving potential of the offered products.

Emergency lighting is used during power 
outages and in the event of evacuation. 
Therefore, emergency luminaires must be 
powered from an independent power source. 
Lighting manufacturers handle this challenge in 
two ways: by equipping each luminaire with an 
integrated battery, or by using a central battery 
that maintains voltage in selected luminaires.

Emergency lighting systems must be installed 
and tested in accordance with the EN 50172, 
EN 1838 and EN 62034 standards, whereas 
emergency luminaires must meet the 
requirements of the EN 60598-2-22 standard.

 Community standards constitute a technical 
standard – they are basic guidelines for 
emergency lighting. The exact regulations 
are specified individually for each country 
and must be taken into account at the project 
development stage.

Emergency lighting consists of backup lighting 
and evacuation lighting.  The latter is divided 
into escape route lighting (including directional 
luminaires), open area lighting, and high risk task 
area lighting.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

Emergency escape lighting Standby lighting

Safety 
signs 

High risk task  
area lighting

Open area  
lighting

Escape route 
lighting
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OPEN AREA LIGHTING HIGH RISK TASK AREA LIGHTING

Evacuation lighting in high risk task areas is meant to ensure the safety of persons involved in a potentially dan-
gerous process or situation and allow them to finish their activities. The lighting intensity on the reference plane 
in the high risk task area must not be less than 10% of the general lighting intensity and no lower than 15 lux. The 
minimum backup time is equal to the entire time the area’s occupants are at risk. This value should be specified by 
the employer or risk manager in the relevant zone.

Open area lighting, also called anti-panic lighting, is an emergency lighting type used in order to avoid the  
build-up of anxiety among building occupants and allowing for their safe movement towards the escape routes. 
The lighting intensity in this area should be no lower than 0.5 lux throughout the entire horizontal surface of this 
area (except the 0.5 m wide margin along the perimeter of the area).

Open areas are described as spaces with no designated escape routes, interiors in production halls or buildings 
with a floor area over 60 m2, or smaller areas if there is an additional hazard due the presence of a large number 
of people. The definition of an open area has been expanded to include spaces like restrooms for the disabled or 
elevator cabins. The response time for lighting in open areas is the same as for escape routes.
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STANDBY LIGHTING DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING

Safety signs at exits and along escape routes should be adequately illuminated. The aim of directional lighting is to 
clearly indicate the evacuation route to the safe place. It is essential that at least one directional sign is visible from 
any point on the escape route.

There is a distinction between evacuation signs that are illuminated from the inside and from the outside. The 
maximum viewing distance of the safety signs is called the recognizability of the sign and is the maximum distance at 
which the sign is still readable. It depends on the installation height of the pictogram and the type of illumination used 
for the directional sign, where visibility is twice as high in signs that are illuminated from the inside, i.e. directional 
luminaires.

Standby lighting is a type of emergency lighting that makes it possible to continue regular activities in a 
substantially unchanged manner. When the backup lighting intensity is lower than the minimum general lighting 
intensity level, it should only be used to safely finish any activity.

Dedicatied Lighting Solutions Dedicatied Lighting Solutions



NIGHT AND SURVEILLANCE LIGHTING A COMMON DALI CONTROL BUS

CREATE A FUNCTIONAL SPACE

The latest lighting projects use advanced luminaire 
technologies and control systems. DALI is currently 
the most commonly used protocol that provides 
a wide range of control capabilities and thanks to 
standardized procedures, it’s universally applicable 
in many solutions. It allows not only for changing 
lighting intensity, but also for setting up entire lighting 
scenes depending on the time of day or the user traffic 
intensity in the building.

Nowadays, DALI control can also be found in 
emergency lighting as well. This type of integration 
brings additional, tangible benefits.

Night lighting is a part of a building’s lighting scheme 
that is used at times of lower activity and makes it 
possible to carry out tasks scheduled for this period of 
time. The lighting intensity that must be maintained at 
that time depends on the type of facility and the needs 
of its users. A very common design practice is to use an 
emergency luminaire system for night lighting. This is 
possible thanks to the natural separation of the circuits 
from the general lighting control.

Similarly to night lighting, surveillance lighting is 
selected based on the facility administrator’s needs. 

Luminaire status reporting and the possibility to 
simultaneously control emergency and general 
lighting allow for developing a safe and efficient 
lighting system. Using the DALI protocol in emergency 
lighting also has another advantage over other 
systems – there is no need for additional bus wiring, 
which lowers installation costs.

This type of lighting must have an intensity that will 
ensure a visibility that will allow camera systems and 
security personnel to properly do their job. Surveillance 
lighting usually also fulfills the purpose of night lighting. 

An important feature of night and surveillance lighting 
is the capability to automatically switch it on and off 
according to a certain schedule. This solution simplifies 
building administration and prevents possible human 
errors.
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CONTROLLING LUMINAIRE GROUPS AND LIGHT SCENES

Managing a small number of luminaires is not a problem. However, in office buildings, shopping malls, hospitals and 
other large buildings, computer supervision is indispensable. In order to simplify the complex process of controlling 
luminaires in the entire facility, they are divided into smaller, interconnected groups. This lighting control model has 
been adapted for emergency lighting. As required by standards, luminaires must be periodically tested; therefore, 
they are grouped together to ensure safe testing. 

An intelligent lighting control system allows for programming all kinds of light scenes. The lighting intensity can be 
modified according to previously programmed scenarios. This function makes it much easier to administer even the 
most complex and elaborate lighting installations.

REMOTE INHIBITING MODE AND REST MODE

Emergency lighting standards include provisions for situations where the building 
administrator deliberately blocks emergency luminaire operation.

Blocking the emergency mode during periods when a 
facility is out of use, i.e. at nighttime ensures that the bat-
teries are fully charged when normal operation is restored 
in the building. Luminaires can provide for two statuses 
for this type of operation – remote inhibiting mode and 
rest mode.

A luminaire can only be put in inhibiting mode during 
normal operation. Activating this function prevents the 
device from being powered from batteries during a power 
failure.

Contrary to inhibiting mode, rest mode can be activated 
only when the power is off. Another major difference is 
the automatic deactivation of the rest mode once mains 
power is restored.

In the DALI procedure, these two systems are intercon-
nected via switching from the inhibiting mode to the rest 
mode automatically during a power outage. This provision 
in the standard makes it possible to automatically disable 
inhibiting mode after mains power is turned back on.

OPERATION MODE ALGORITHM IN THE DALI STANDARD
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Day Night

Surveillance OFF

ES-CTI DALI NIGHT AND SURVEILLANCE LIGHTING

Building administration is a very complex and challenging process. Knowing the number of problems that 
building administrators face every day, ES-SYSTEM has introduced a number of improvements to make their 
job easier. The possibility to schedule functional and backup time tests, automatically trigger general, night and 
surveillance lighting scenes are just a few of them. The latest luminaire control and monitoring allows for the 
free programming of operator panels which can be located in any room. This allows the user to generate the 
desired effect with a single click.

THE ADVANTAGES OF LED TECHNOLOGY IN EMERGENCY LIGHTING

Since the beginning of the 21st century, when LED technology had first 
established itself in lighting, it has become obvious that it is also the 
future of emergency lighting. The previously used low-pressure gas 
discharge light sources, commonly called fluorescent lamps, are destined 
to become obsolete.

LEDs have a number of advantages that would be difficult 
to find in their predecessors. Among the most important 
of those are long service life, very high and ever increasing 
efficiency, higher mechanical resistance, a greater 
operating temperature range, as well as less of a negative 
impact on the environment. Thanks to its high efficiency, 
LED lighting translates to energy savings and thus also 
financial savings, which only increase with time and usage. 

Contrary to fluorescent lamps, LEDs constitute a constant 
load, which is especially important when it comes to 
battery powered operation. The aging characteristics 
of the LEDs also show a negligible loss of luminous flux, 
which makes it possible to design luminaires that are 

fully efficient throughout their entire life cycle. Another 
important fact is that the maximum luminous flux is 
reached immediately after  the LEDs are switched on, 
and the number of on/off cycles does not affect the 
proper operation of the luminaire. The size of the LEDs is 
significantly smaller than in comparable discharge lamps, 
which allows for applying industrial designs with unique 
shapes and compact dimensions. In addition, the same 
luminaires can be equipped with different lenses, making it 
possible to achieve various light distribution variants with 
a substantially unchanged construction. This makes it easy 
to fit LED luminaires into the architecture of any building.

Dedicatied Lighting Solutions12 Dedicatied Lighting Solutions
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WE ILLUMINATE ANY SPACE

Stores and shopping centers Hotels and apartments Streets and parks Industrial spaces

Communication routes Railway stations and airports Conference rooms Illuminations

Offices Sports facilities Educational facilities Cultural institutions

A FULL RANGE OF SERVICES

ES-SYSTEM offers a comprehensive range of services – from itemizing lighting, analyzing and 
diagnosing customer needs, to working out and designing a customized lighting solution based 
on LED technology, as well as performing installation and after-sales services.

Dedicatied Lighting Solutions Dedicatied Lighting Solutions

Designing Manufacturing Logistics

After-sales services

SERVICES WE OFFER:

Assessing the needs 
of end users

Collaboration with architects
and lighting designers

Planning

Installation
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POINTS OF EMPHASIS

The EN 1838 standard requires placing emergency luminaires 
in the vicinity of each first aid point and any firefighting 
equipment.

Wider escape routes may be considered as several routes with a width of 2 meters, or they may be equipped 
with the same type of lighting as in open areas (anti-panic lighting).

0.5 lx 0.5 lx

1 lx

1 m
2 m

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR EVACUATION LIGHTING

To ensure proper visibility for safe evacuation, it is required that the 
luminaires are placed not lower than 2 m above the floor.

EVECUATION ROUTE

On evacuation routes with a width of up to 2 meters, the 
light intensity on the ground along the center should be 
no less than 1 lux, whereas on the middle part of the route 
that takes up at least half its width, the light intensity 
should amount to at least 50% of the intensity along its 
axis.

In addition, the ratio of the maximum light intensity to the 
minimum light intensity along the center of the escape 
route should not be greater than 40:1, and the disturbing 
glare should be kept low by limiting the luminous intensity 
of the luminaires within the field of view. The color 
rendering index (Ra) should be no lower than 40. The 
minimum backup time is 60 minutes

1.  at all doors appointed as emergency exits

2.  near stairways, so that each step is directly lit

3.  between floors

4. at all safety and directional signs

5. at each turn

6. at each intersection of corridors

7.  outside at every exit, all the way to the safety point

8. near every first aid station

9.  near each fire-fighting device and fire alarm button

10.  near all devices for the evacuation of people 
with disabilities

11.  near zones for the disabled and paging points 
(including zones with two-way communication 
systems and restrooms for the disabled with 
paging devices)

The purpose of placing luminaires at those locations 
is to obtain a lighting intensity of at least 5 lux on the 
vertical plane near the first aid points, fire alarms and fire 
extinguishers.

In addition to the escape route luminaires, additional lighting is required in the following locations:

Dedicatied Lighting Solutions Dedicatied Lighting Solutions
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HIGH RISK TASK AREAS 

The emergency light intensity level on the reference plane 
in a high risk task area shall be no lower than 10% of the 
general lighting intensity required for the performed tasks, 
however it should not be lower than 15 lux. The illumination 
uniformity in this zone should not be lower than 0.1. The 
luminaires used mustn’t cause a stroboscopic effect. The 
disturbing glare should be kept as low as possible, and the 
color rendering index (Ra) should amount to at least 40. The 
minimum operating time for this type of lighting should be 
set as the time when there is a risk of danger to people. The 
lighting in this area should provide the full required intensity 
in a continuous manner or it should reach that intensity 
within 0.5 s, depending on the application.

BACKUP LIGHTING

Backup lighting can be used as emergency evacuation 
lighting. In such instances, it must meet the relevant nor-
mative requirements. If the light intensity with the backup 
lighting on is lower than the minimum level required for ge-
neral lighting, then that lighting should only be used to allow 
for the interruption or completion of the current task.

VIEWING DISTANCE

The maximum viewing distance for safety signs, is the largest 
distance, at which the sign is still legible. As an internally 
illuminated sign is discernible at greater distance than an 
externally illuminated sign of the same size the maximum 
viewing distance shall be determined by use of the following 
formula:

 where:

 l [m] – the distance of observation

 h [m] –  the height of the sign

 z - the factor of distance, where:

  z = 100 for externally illuminated signs

  z = 200 for internally illuminated signs

l = h • z

h

l

OPEN AREAS

Open areas (equipped with anti-panic lighting) are defined 
as spaces with no designated escape routes, interiors in 
production halls or buildings with a floor area over 60 m2, or 
smaller areas if there is an additional hazard due the pre-
sence of a large number of people. An exception to this rule 
includes elevators and restrooms for the disabled, which are 
also considered open areas.

The lighting intensity in open areas should be no less than 
0.5 lux on the floor area. This intensity does not apply to the 
peripheral strip with a width of 50 cm. In addition, similarly as 
on escape routes, the ratio of the maximum lighting intensity 

to the minimum lighting intensity should not be greater than 
40:1, the disturbing glare should be kept low by limiting the 
luminous intensity of the luminaires within the field of view, 
and the color rendering index (Ra) should be no lower 
than 40. The minimum backup time is 60 minutes .

>60 m2

0,5 m

0,5 lx at ground level

0,5 m
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Central monitoring systems for emergency luminaires are 
not a novelty. Luminaire testing from a single location and 
automatically gathering data in files has become a standard 
in large facilities and undoubtedly makes work easier for 
the building administrator. The latest technological achieve-
ment in this field is the ES-CTI DALI system, which has been 
developed in order to control, monitor and test emergency 
luminaires. As the name implies, the monitoring system is 
based on the popular, and, most importantly, standardized 
DALI communication system (Digital Addressable Lighting 
Interface). This is a protocol that allows for communication 
between different elements of the electrical installation and 
the lighting control system, regardless of the technological 
solutions used.

Thanks to the precisely defined rules in the IEC 62386 docu-
ment, each DALI-compliant module will communicate seam-
lessly with parent devices. This publicly available standard 
for electronic lighting control was developed by the largest 
lighting companies which were affiliated through DALI-AG 
until recently – a group that also included ES-SYSTEM. At 
present, the development of the DALI system is supervised 
by DiiA, a global consortium of lighting companies, whose 
main goal is to develop lighting control solutions based on the 
international DALI technology standard.

The new system is the result of combining the company’s 
many years of experience in designing and manufacturing 
electronical devices with the latest technology available on 
the lighting market. Using the DALI protocol offers many 
more possibilities than any previous emergency luminaire 

monitoring systems did. A new, revolutionary feature is the 
integration of emergency luminaires with general lighting via 
the same communication buses.

The most important element in the system are the VERTEX 
control units. Operating the devices is very intuitive thanks 
to their firmware that ensures easy connection with any 
computer, tablet or smartphone. In addition to the units, the 
topology of the system is supplemented by emergency lumi-
naires equipped with a microprocessor monitoring system. 
However, due to the standardization of communication, the 
ES-CTI DALI system can also incorporate general lighting 
luminaires along with motion and light sensors and control 
panels.

VERTEX is a lighting automation controller that collects data 
and monitors subordinate luminaires. It is a place where 
information is stored, which means that it is possible to 
connect to it from any device and gain full access to admini-
stration, scheduling and previous reports. The built-in DALI 
bus power supply allows for the reduction of costs associated 
with having to install additional components and makes the 
system containing the unit completely autonomous. Thanks 
to innovative solutions in the field of TCP/IP network commu-
nication, lighting can be controlled from any system platform 
supporting a web browser. The intuitive software allows 
for the quick creation of report logs for fire services, easy 
configuration of the entire system, scheduling and obtaining 
information about the current status of each element of the 
system.

All in one Plug & Play
all luminaires on one signal bus 
a universal DALI bus
combining emergency luminaires with general 
lighting monitoring
connection in extensive working groups possible

luminaires are automatically added to the system
automatic software updating
mobile device support
control using any system platform

ES-CTI DALI – CENTRAL MONITORING FOR 
EMERGENCY LUMINAIRES

Main lighting switchboard RG / Lighting switchboard

Switch Access point
+

N
L

DA1
DA2
DA1
DA2
DA1
DA2

UTP 5e
max. 300m

max. 64 devices per port max. 300m from the most distant device
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PRODUCTS 

ES-CTI DALI SYSTEM FEATURES

using the DALI protocol to control general lighting luminaires
compatibility with the international DALI2 lighting control protocol
a schedule for the time control of system functions
integration with BMS building automation systems via a built-in Modbus IP protocol
the possibility to create extensive systems with an unlimited number of luminaires thanks to 
combining Vertex via the  LAN network
access to the entire system when connected to any unit that belongs to a group 
easily configuring systems made up of any number of units using the free VERTEX 
FIRESTARTER application
automatic scanning of newly connected luminaires thanks to DEVICE DISCOVERY technology
monitoring emergency luminaires using individual serial numbers 
luminaire classification within the system into 8 test groups and any number of control groups
a convenient way of identifying luminaires in the facility, flexibility in creating descriptions 
within the system, and emergency mode blocking capability for any configuration of 
emergency luminaires
emergency mode blocking capability for any configuration of emergency luminaires 
continuous luminaire status monitoring and supervision with battery, electronics and light 
source failure identification in the emergency lighting
easy programming for functional and autonomy (back-up time) tests for any configuration of 
emergency luminaires
recording all scheduled reports and the system log that stores important system events 
(changed settings, network topology)
an intuitive web application for system configuration and monitoring that can be accessed 
from any operating system (Windows, Android, iOS)
a battery formatting function and PROLONG TIME technology that extends battery life
adjustable lighting intensity for directional luminaires (using the application and automatically 
using a calendar)
programming capability for switches for night and surveillance lighting, as well as the desired 
lighting scenes

 Light source power:  1.2 W
 IP40
 Protection class: II, III
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  140x340x42 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system MONITOR1 IP40 LED

MONITOR1 IP40 LED system features: 

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  polycarbonate

  installation:  wall mounting
  sign visibility:  20 m

 Light source power: 1.2 W 
 IP65
 Protection class: II, III
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  156x356x60 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system MONITOR1 IP65 LED

MONITOR1 IP65 LED system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  polycarbonate

  installation:  wall mounting
  sign visibility:  22 m

Technical data:

Technical data:

STI – standard version, ATI – autotest version, CTI2 3x64 – version for central monitoring 
CTI DALI – DALI version for central monitoring, CB24 – version for central monitoring for the 24V central battery
CB24A – version for central monitoring for the 24V central battery with addressing, CB220 – version for central monitoring for the 220V central battery 

MONITOR1  
IP40 LED

MONITOR1  
IP65 LED
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PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

 Light source power:  1.2 W
 IP20
 Protection class: I, III
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  231x332x42 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 Light source power:  1.2 W
 IP40
 Protection class: II, III
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  285x340x32 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system SCREEN BASIC LED

 system MONITOR2 IP40 LED

SCREEN BASIC LED system features:

MONITOR2 IP40 LED system features:

 Light source power: 1.2 W 
 IP65
 Protection class: II, III
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  234x356x156 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system MONITOR2 IP65 LED

MONITOR2 IP65 LED system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:   painted aluminum profile with a PMMA screen 

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  polycarbonate

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  polycarbonate

  installation:  ceiling mounting
  sign visibility:  30 m

  installation:  ceiling mounting
  sign visibility:  30 m

  installation:  ceiling mounting
  sign visibility:  30 m

Technical data:

Technical data:

Technical data:

SCREEN BASIC LED

MONITOR2  
IP40 LED

MONITOR2  
IP65 LED

 Light source power:  1.2 W
 IP20
 Protection class: I, III
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D): 198x271x48 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system SCREEN BASIC S

SCREEN BASIC S system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:   housing by painted - aluminum profle, 
screen for the pictogram is produced from high quality PMMA 

  installation:  surface mounting on ceilings
  sign visibility:  25 m

Technical data:

SCREEN BASIC S
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 Light source power:  1.2 W
 IP40
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  164+93x379x86 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system VERSO LED VSD

VERSO LED VSD system features:

 Light source power:  1.2 W
 IP40
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D): 

    (94+max. 1500+192)x340x46 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system VERSO LED VSZ

VERSO LED VSZ system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  polycarbonate, PMMA screen

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  polycarbonate, PMMA screen

  installation:  recessed mounting in ceilings
  sign visibility:  30 m

  installation:  ceiling mounting (pendant luminaire)
  sign visibility:  30 m

Technical data:

Technical data:

VERSO LED VSD

VERSO LED VSZ

PRODUCTS

 Light source power: 1.2 W 
 IP40
 Protection class: II, III
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  257x340x46 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system VERSO LED VSN

VERSO LED VSN system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  polycarbonate, PMMA screen

  installation:  ceiling mounting
  sign visibility:  30 m

Technical data:

VERSO LED VSN

PRODUCTS
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 Light source power:  1.2 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  152x356x60 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

Technical data:

 system MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20

MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20 system features:

  available versions: CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials: polycarbonate
  installation:  ceiling mounting or wall mounting

MONITOR1
IP65 LED OP20

Technical data:

 Light source power:  1.2 W 
 IP40
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  140x340x42 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10

MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10 system features:

  available versions: CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials: polycarbonate
  installation:  ceiling mounting or wall mounting

MONITOR1
IP40 LED OP10

PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  4x1 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  60x356x152 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: NR, EL, WD

 system MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO

MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO system features:

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  polycarbonate
  installation:  ceiling mounting

MONITOR1
IP65 LED-HO

 Light source power:  1x1 W, 1x3 W, 2x2 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  60x356x152 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: CR, VWD

 system MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO

MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO system features:

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  polycarbonate
  installation:  ceiling mounting

MONITOR1
IP65 LED-HO

Technical data:

Technical data:

PRODUCTS

Light distribution:
NR - narrow
EL - elliptical
WD - wide
VWD - anti-panic (very wide)
CR - corridor
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 Light source power:  1x1 W, 1x3 W 
 IP40
 Protection class: II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  94x340x46 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: CR, VWD

 system VERSO LED-HO VUN

VERSO LED-HO VUN system features:

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  polycarbonate
  installation:  ceiling mounting

VERSO LED-HO VUN

 Light source power:  4x1 W 
 IP40
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  94x340x46 mm 
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: NR, EL, WD

 system VERSO LED-HO VDN

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  polycarbonate
  installation:  ceiling mounting

VERSO LED-HO VDN

Technical data:

Technical data:

VERSO LED-HO VDN system features:

PRODUCTS

Technical data:

 Light source power: 1x1 W, 1x3 W 
 IP40
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  93x379x86 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: CR, VWD

 system VERSO LED-HO VUD

VERSO LED-HO VUD system features:

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  polycarbonate
  installation:  recessed mounting in ceilings

VERSO LED-HO VUD

Technical data:

 Light source power:  4x1 W 
 IP40
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  93x379x86 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: NR, EL, WD

 system VERSO LED-HO VDD

VERSO LED-HO VDD system features:

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  polycarbonate
  installation:  recessed mounting in ceilings

VERSO LED-HO VDD

PRODUCTS
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 Light source power:  1x1 W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W
 IP20
 Protection class:  I, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (L x H):  80x40 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: CR, VWD

Technical data:

 system COBRA

COBRA system features:

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  painted steel sheet
  installation:  recessed mounting in ceilings

COBRA

PRODUCTS

Technical data:

 Light source power:  1x1W, 1x2W 
 IP40
 Protection class:  II, III
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (L x H): 

    plasterboard ceiling-recessed version:  51x28 mm 
    version for metal sheet:  38x22 mm 
    version for luminaires:  51x22 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 Light distribution: NR, WD, VWD, EL

 system POINT LED

POINT LED system features:

  available versions:  CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI
  materials:  polycarbonate
  installation:  recessed mounting in ceilings, metal sheet or in general 

lighting luminaires

POINT LED

PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  15 W, 16 W, 24 W, 26 W
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I, II
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x D):  125x190 / 135x225 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system CANOS AW

CANOS AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  steel sheet with a white ring

   diffuser: frosted 
   reflector: specular aluminum  
   installation:  luminaire recessed installation in ceilings

Technical data:

CANOS AW

 Light source power:  11 W, 15 W, 22 W, 26 W
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP44
 Protection class: I, II
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x D):  123x240 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system PRIMA LED AW 

PRIMA LED AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  aluminum with a decorative ring

   diffuser: opal PC
   reflector: matte aluminum sheet  
   installation:  luminaire recessed installation in ceilings

Technical data:

PRIMA LED AW
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PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  13 W, 23 W
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  158x215x215 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system QUADRA LED AW

QUADRA LED AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  painted aluminum
   diffuser: opal 

   reflector: matte aluminum sheet  
   installation:  luminaire recessed installation in ceilings

Technical data:

QUADRA LED AW

 Light source power:  23 W, 45 W
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP44
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  45x320x320 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h
 NR, CR, WD, VWD

 system AMARO AW 

AMARO AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  white painted aluminum

   diffuser: opal PMMA
   reflector: matte aluminum sheet  
   installation:  luminaire for surface mounting on ceilings 

    or walls

Technical data:

AMARO AW

PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  37 W, 39 W, 55 W
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  60x597x597 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system KTE LED AW

KTE LED AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  white painted steel sheet

   diffuser: opal PMMA
   installation:  recessed luminaire for modular T-bar ceilings

Technical data:

KTE LED AW

 Light source power:  19 W, 29 W 
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  69x307x307 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system PALETA LED AW 

PALETA LED AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  white painted steel sheet

   diffuser: opal PMMA
   installation:  luminaire for surface mounting on ceilings 

    or walls

Technical data:

PALETA LED AW
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 Light source power:  24 W, 35 W, 45 W
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  38x567x567 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system MODERNA 2 AW

MODERNA 2 AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  white painted steel sheet
   louvre: parabolic MIRO aluminum 

   installation:  recessed luminaire for false ceilings or 
     modular T-bar ceilings
   light distribution: VWD

Technical data:

MODERNA 2 AW

PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  24 W, 35 W
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  40x600x600 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system MODERNA 2N AW

MODERNA 2N AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  white painted steel sheet

   louvre: parabolic MIRO aluminum
   installation:  ceiling-mounted luminaire
   light distribution: VWD

Technical data:

MODERNA 2N AW

PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  21 W, 32 W, 43 W  
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D): 50x1016 / 1016 / 1509 / 1519 

    / 2012 / 2022 x 40 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system S4000 LED

S4000 LED system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  aluminum profile

   diffuser: opal PC, microprismatic PMMA
   installation:  pendant or ceiling-mounted luminaire

Technical data:

S4000 LED

 Light source power:  30 W, 48 W, 45 W, 72 W, 60 W, 96 W  
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D): 50x1026 / 1509 / 1529 / 2012 

    / 2032 x 40mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system S4000 BIS LED

S4000 BIS LED system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  aluminum profile

   diffuser: opal PC, microprismatic PMMA
   installation:  ceiling recessed luminaire

Technical data:

S4000 BIS LED
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PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  30 W, 45 W, 48 W, 72 W, 60 W, 96 W  
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D): 90x1012 / 1509 / 1515 / 2012 

    / 2018 x 65 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system S6000 LED

S6000 LED system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  aluminum profile

   diffuser: opal PC, microprismatic PMMA
   installation:  pendant or ceiling-mounted luminaire

Technical data:

S6000 LED

 Light source power:  30 W, 45 W, 48 W, 72 W, 60 W, 96 W  
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W x D): 90x1036 / 1509 / 1539 / 2012 

    / 2042 x 65 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system S6000 BIS LED

S6000 BIS LED system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  aluminum profile

   diffuser: opal PC, microprismatic PMMA
   installation:  ceiling recessed luminaire

Technical data:

S6000 BIS LED

PRODUCTS

 Light source power:  25 W, 39 W, 50 W, 70 W 
   Light source: LED 830, LED 840
 IP20
 Protection class: I
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC
 Dimensions (H x W):  129x1287 / 1587 mm
 Backup time:  1 h, 3 h

 system COSMO LED AW

COSMO LED AW system features:

  available versions:   
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials: gray PC

   diffuser: PC, transparent or frosted opal
   installation:  ceiling-mounted or pendant luminaire

Technical data:

COSMO LED AW
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PRODUCTS

 Output current:  260 mA, 350 mA, 
    450 mA,700 mA, 1200 mA
 IP20
 Protection class:  II
 Communication or rest mode connectors
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC, 220 V DC, 24 V DC

Technical data:

 ES-AW-8 emergency modules LED drivers

ES-AW-8 module features:

  available versions: 
CTI DALI, CTI2 3x64, CB220, CB24A, CB24, ATI, STI

  materials:  housing made of polycarbonate                    
  mains and battery powered LED light sources                       
 light source and battery testing                             
  backup time:  1 h, 3 h*

  automatic, energy saving, intelligent battery charging*
  battery deep discharge protection*
  remote rest or inhibit mode support
  device operating status signaling

*for autonomous versions

ES-AW-8

PRODUCTS

 Maximum number of devices per bus:  64
 Maximum number of devices per unit:  192
 Number of communication buses:  3
 A USB port for quick data transfer
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  160x90x58 mm
 Installation: on a DIN-3 (TH35) rail                            

VERTEX unit technical data: ES-CTI DALI system features:

  battery and light source status monitoring in emergency 
luminaires

  manual and automatic functional and backup test activation
  luminaire distribution in functional groups
  DALI protocol compatibility
 built in Modbus IP protocol
  general lighting control

 system ES-CTI DALI
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 Maximum number of devices per bus:  64
 Maximum number of devices per unit:  192
 Number of communication buses:  3
 LCD display with control buttons
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC
 Dimensions (H x W x D):  160x90x58 mm
 Installation: on a DIN-3 (TH35) rail

Control unit technical features:

 system ES-CTI2 3x64

ES-CTI2 3x64 system features:

  battery and light source status monitoring in emergency 
luminaires

  manual and automatic functional and backup test activation
  emergency luminaire visualization on building maps
 luminaire distribution in functional groups

PRODUCTS

 ES-NET CB220

ES-NET CB220 system features:

  system programming using a service application a web browser, 
or a Master control module keyboard 

  luminaire testing via the power line
  cooperation with BMS (Building Management System)
  direct communication with any PC via Ethernet
  AGM batteries with a projected service life of 10 years
  automatic luminaire and circuit calibration

Technical data:

  Maximum number of devices per unit: unlimited
 Maximum number of luminaires per circuit: 20
  Number of circuits: unlimited
  Load current of each circuit: 3A                        
  Maximum system load:  1.5kVA, 2kVA, 5.2kVA, 9.2kVA, 

14.4kVA, 18kVA
  IP20
 LCD display
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC

PRODUCTS
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 ES-CTI2 CB24

ES-CTI2 CB24 CB24 system features:

  automatic testing on scheduled dates
  power outage monitoring via mains voltage and voltage-free 

contacts
   freely programmable, mixed-mode luminaire operating mode on 

a circuit for addressable luminaires
  CB24A system communication with luminaires takes place via 

power cords
  luminaire classification in functional groups
  displaying and printing event log reports
  batteries with a projected service life of 10 years

 Maximum number of devices per unit:  80
 Maximum number of devices per bus:  20
 Number of buses:  4
 Load current of each circuit:  5A
 Maximum system load:  360W
 IP20
 LCD display                                         
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC

Technical data:

PRODUCTS

International sales
ul. Przemyslowa 2
30-701 Krakow
T:  +48 12 656 36 33 

+48 12 295 80 00
F: +48 12 656 36 49
export@essystem.pl

Sweden
ES-SYSTEM SCANDINAVIA AB
T: +46 (0)8 585 000 35
F: +46 (0)8 585 000 45
info@essystem.se

Germany, Austria
MKC LED, Light & Efficiency
T: +49 40 611 37 222
F: +49 40 611 68 871
M: +49 160 9779 30 34 
essystem@mkc-hh.de

France
DU RÊVE AU QUOTIDIEN 
T:+ 33/06 86 63 95 60
aurelia.gibson@essystem.pl

Ukraine
TOV L- Engineering
T/F: +38 032 242 17 88
M: +38 095 271 02 12
igor.smetana@essystem.com.ua

CINMAR LIGHTING SYSTEMS LLC
401, NGI House, P.O. BOX 50007, 
Port Saeed, Deira, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T: +971 4 2959930
F: +971 4 2959931
info@cinmarlight.com
www.cinmarlight.com

KRISLITE PTE LTD
No.9 Loyang Way
Krislite Building #05-01
Singapore 508722 
T: +65 6543 8000
F:  +65 6545 9929
lighting@krislite.com
www.krislite.com

MARÉCHAUX ELEKTRO AG
Sempacherstrasse 6, 6003 Lucern
Switzerland 
T: +41 41 319 44 44
F: +41 41 319 44 66
web@marechaux-licht.ch 
www.marechaux-licht.ch

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

CONTACT US

United Kingdom
ES-SYSTEM Lighting UK Ltd
Magdalena Dobbs
T: +44 (0)7575 950 482
m.dobbs@essystem.pl
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